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Effects of interface fluctuations on the electronic states in semiconductor quantum
dots are analyzed on the basis of numerical solutions for ground state wave functions and
energy eigenvalues. It is shown that the effective volume of confinement becomes smaller
than the real volume of quantum dots due to fluctuation. This effect comes from the
fact that the wave functions with larger characteristic wavelength are not able to deform
themselves following the fluctuation of interfaces exactly.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recent progresses in semiconductor technologies have made it possible to fabricate semi-
conductor microstructures, such as quantum wires or wells whose dimensions are less than
100 nm. In the fabrication prOCC$S of such microstructures, it is very difficult to have geo-
metrically well-defined interfaces of heterojunctions on the atomic scale and fluctuations of
interfaces of the order of several atomic layers are usually inevitable[1-3]. These fluctuations
may influence electronic states in microstructures and also characteristics of devices composed
of these microstructures. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the effect of such fluctuations
on the ground state energy of electrons confined in quantum dots or wells.
We have been developing the computational codes based on the density-functional theory
and the finite element method in order to analyze the electronic states in various semicon-
ductor microstructures [4, .5]. In this paper, we apply our codes to the cubical quantum dots
with interface fluctuations and compute the shifts of eigenvalues of the ground state clue to
fluctuations. We expect that the effects of interactions between electrons on the shifts of the
eigenvalues may be small and neglect electronic many-body effects.
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（a）Example　of　cross　section　of　quantum　dot　with・　fiuctuating　interface．　（b）Patterns　of　fluctuating
（c）Cross　section　of　quantum　dot　without　fluctuation　to　which　all　cases　reduce　when　fluctuations　a．re
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the　qua，ntum　dot　which　are　parallel　to　each　other．
　　　The’eross．section　of　the　quantum　dQt　with　a　cettain　fiuctuating　interface　is　shown　in
Fig．2（a）．　The　interfaces　fluctuate　with　the　amplitude　of　L／8．　We　prepare　ten　potentipl
patterns　of　fiuctuating　interfaces　as　shown　in　Fig．2（b）．　The　periods　of　the　fluctuation　are　L，
’L／2，　and　oo　（without　fluctuation）．　Note　that　the　area　where　the　potential　exists　is　one　half　of
each　face’of　the　quantum　dot　for　all　potential　patterns．　When　the　fiuctuations　of　interfaces　are
aVeegFgdl．the　iPterfaC．e　，IS　UniforFily　s？ift．ed　towarrd．　the　ins7i　dTe　by　L／16　（as　shown　in　Fig．2（c））
apd　the　dimensions　of　the　quantum　dot　become　L　×　P．　×　kL．
　　　The　finite　element　．method　is　used　to　solve’Eq．（1）　numerically．　We’impose　Dirichlet　bound－
ary　condition　th（r）　＝　O　at　the　outer　boundary　of　Al．Gai一．As．　lt　is　necessary　to　take　the’　outer
boundary　as　far　as　possible　from　the　fluct！iating　interface．　When　L’　＝＝　67．5A，　the　amplitude
of　the　ground　state’　wave　function　at　outer　boundary　iS　less’　than　5％　of　that　at　interface　for
the　potential　of　O．2eV．　This　fact　may　justify　our　boundary　condition．　in　numerical　analyses．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　3．　RESULTS
　　We　obtain　the　gro！ind　state　eigenvalues　and　wave　functions　with　fluctuating　interfaces　of
ten　patterns　and　without且uctuation．　In　Fig．3，　we　plot中e　results　fbr　band　offset　of　O．2eV
as　ratios　’to　the　eigenyalue　without　fluctuation．　［1　he　volume　of　well　part　iS　L　×　L　×　gL　in
all　cases　with　and　wiYhout　fluctuation．　Eigenvalues　with　fiuctuation，　however，　are　generally
larger　than　that　withou・t　fluctuation．
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　　　Fig．3．　Ground　g．　tate　energy　eigenvalues　with　fluctuating　interfaces．　These　values　are　normellized　by　eigenvaltie
without　fluctuation．
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　　　According　to　the　uncertainty　principle，　the　energy　eigenva，lue　increases　when　the　domain
confining　a　particle　decreases．　This　reg．　ult　thus　indic．ates　that，　vLThd．n　the　fluctuation　exists
at　the　interface　of　the　quantum　dot，　the　effective　volume　of　confinement　decreases　compared
w－ith　the　real　volume’of　lox－v　potential　part．
　　　The　wave　funct・iong．　for　fluctuationg．　wit／・h　patterns　5　a，nd　6　are　shown　in　Fig．4（a）i，　in　compar－
ison　with　the　cag．　e　without　fluctua，tion．　The　interfaces　correg．　ponding　to　these　wave　functions
are　shown　in　Figs．4（c），　（d）1　arid’　（e）．　We　see　that　the　wave　functions　with　fiuctuating　interfaces
（two　kinds・　of　broken　lineg．　）　are　deformed　by　fluctuations．　The　deformation，　however，　does　not
follow　exactly　the　profile　of　interface　and　the　electron　is　effectively　confined　in　smaller　volume
compared　with　the　smoot，h　interface　（dotted　line）．
　　　Let　ug，　．denote　t／he　period　or　the　wavelength　of　tlle　fiuctua，tion’　of　interface　by’Af　and　dig．　cuss
t，he　relation　between　Af　and　the　effective　volume　of　confinement．　Without　fluct・uation，　the
9・・und・t・・e　eig・nvalue　i・・h・quan・・m　d…f・h・・i乞・L・ゐ・（IL－2小．pl・tt・d　i・Fig・5・
X・Ve　also　plot　the　value　for　the　case　where　Af　is　L／2　（patterns　5　arid　6）　w・ith　a　broken　line．　［1］his
figure　shoWs　whenλ∫＝五／2，酒s　about　60％Qf五／16．　The　effective　volume　of　con且nement　is
reduced　to　9190　of　the　real　volume　due　to　the　fiuctuation．
　　　If　Af　一　O，　．r　is　expected　to　becorpe　L／16　since　the　wave　function　cannot　follow　the
fiiictua，tion：　The　characteristic　length．of　deformation　of　the　ground　state　wave　funct・ion　A．
may　be　estimated　as　2L　and　when　Af　＜＜　A．，　the　fiuctuation　of　interface　may　be　equivalent　to
the　existence　of　advanced　interfaces．　The　effective　volume　is　thus　expected　to　decrease　further
when　Af　becomes　siiialler　than　L／2．　The　present　data，　however，　do　not　allow　us　to　determine
this　dependence　pn　Af．
　　　“ihen　we　impose　the　fluctuating　interfaces　with　patterns　5　and　6　on　two　and　three　parallel’
pairs　of　faces　of　the　quantum　dot，　the　results　show　that　the　cQnsequence　of　two　pa，rallel
interfaces　can　be　applied　also　to　these　cases．　For　example，　when　vLTe　express　the　ground　state
eigenvalue　vLrith　fluctuation　on　two　parallel　pairs　ofinterfaces　by　that　of　L×　（gL‘一一2x）×　（gL－2x）
quantum　dot　without　fluctuation，’x　is　estimated　to　be　also　about　60910　of　L／16．
　　We　now　take　the　conduction　band　offset　of　60eV　and　make　a　similar　analysis．　In　this　case，
the．potential　may　be　regarded　as　oo　since　it　is　high　enough　compa，red　to　the　ground　state
eigenvalues　（rvO．2eV）．　We　show　the　results　in　Figs．3　and　6．　The　eigenvalues　for　profiles　，5　rv　10
tend　to　shift　uniformly　compared　with　the　case　where　the　p6tential　is　O．2eV　and　we　estimate
x　to　be　about　60％　of　L／16　for　patterns　5　and　6．　’These　results　indicate　that　the　effective
volume　of　confinement　is　independent　’盾?@the　height　of　the　conduction　band　offset　when　the
fiuctuation　has　the　wavelength　Af　＝　L／2．
　　In　co’nclusion，　we　have　analyzed　the　ground　state　eigenvalues　of　ci．ibical　quantum　dots　with
fluctuating　interfaces　and　have　shown　that　the　effective　volume　confining　electrons　becomes
substantially　smaller　than　the　real　volume　of　well　part　due　to　the　effect　of　fluctuations．
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　　　Fig．4．　（a）Contours　of　wa，ve　functions　for　three　kinds　of　interfacesL　（b）Contours　are　taken　in　hatched　area．
（c）AJ（e）lnterface　profiles　corresponding　to　patterns　5（c），　6（d），　and　smooth　interface（e）．　Types　of　lines　correspond
to　contours　in　（a）．
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　　　Fig．5．　Energy　eigenvalue　without　fluctuatiQn　Eo．　Dimensions　of　quantum　dot　are　L　×　L　×　（5L　一　2x）．　Results
for　patterns　5　and　6　are　shown　by　dotted　line．　Height　of　barrier　is　O．2eV．
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Fig．6．　Same　as　Fig．5．　Height　of　barrier　is　60eV．
　　　Thig．　w・ork　has　been　pa，rtly　supPorted　by　the　Okayama　Founda．tion　for　Science　and　Tech－
nology　and　the　Grant－in－Aid　for　Scientific　Research　of　the　Ministry　of　Education，　S6ience　and
Cultute．
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